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I j ABSTRACT 
J 
! 
j The improved and completed mathematical model of the solar radiation force 
and torques, which has been previously developed for the Mariner 10 Venus/ I j 
Mercury spacecraft mission, is used for a detailed analysis of the effects of I 
I 
the solar light pressure on the Helios spacecraft. Due to the fact that the 
main body of the Helios spacecraft is a surface of enclosure, inside of which 
most of the reradiated thermal energy is lost, expressions for the portion 
of the solar radiation force, produced by the thermal reradiation, had to be 
given a different form. Hence the need for the derivation of a somewhat 
different theoretical model for the force acting on the main body of the space-
craft . 
. i 










The heliocentric orbit of the Rellos spacecraft is an extended ellipse 
of eccentrictiy 0.54*. After the injection into its orbit at its aphelion 
point at approxinlately one astronomical unit from the Sun, the spacecraft is 
falling freely toward the Sun until it reaches its perihelion point at approxi-
mate1y 0.3 astronomical units from the Sun. It moves in the orbital plane of 
the Earth (ecliptic plane) with an orbital period of approximately 180 days. 
The proximity of the spacecraft to the Sun in the region of its orbit 
near its perihelion point causes a relatively large effect of the solar 
radiation force on the reflecting surfaces of the spacecraft, thus creating a 
necessity for a detailed analysis of the effects of the solar pressure on the 
orbital motion of Relios. The mathematical and physical concepts of the model, 
used in this analysis, are essentially the same as those outlined in References 
1 through 6. 
The side vie"t-l of the Re1ios spacecraft is shown in Figure 1. The 
principal parts of the spacecraft are: 1) the main body of the spacecraft, 
consisting of two truncated cones, connected by a circular cylinder in the 
middle; 2) three antennae: high-, medium-, and low-gain antenna, and 3) 
four booms carrying instruments. More detailed side and top views of Re1ios are 
shown on Figures 2 and 3. 
*Numerica1 values used throughout this report are for Re1ios A spacecraft. 











The mathematical model for the solar radiation force will be given in 
the form of a short outline. In addition to this, particular attention will be 
paid to the derivation of the expression for the thermal reradiation of the 
absorbed solar energy, emanated from the relatively large surface of enclosure 
of the main body of the spacecraft. 
Since the spacecraft is rotating at 60 rpm, the most suitable reference 
systdm, which will be used for the calculation of the solar radiation force, 
is an inertial ecliptic system, translated into the center of mass of the 
spacecraft. 
II. THE SOLAR RADIATION FORCE 
The solar radiation force acting on the spacecraft is the sum of solar 
radiation force acting on one particular component of the spacecraft, and is 







II [f(8)N + (1 - fly) U cos8] dS, 
S 
f(8) 2 2 (3ycos 8 + B(f) [y(l - (3) + (1 - y) K(r, 8)] cos8 
Here ~ = 4.51312 x 10-6 N/m2 is the solar constant, p is the heliocentric 
s 
distance of the spacecraft, expressed in astronomical units, 8 is the local 
(1) 
(2) 
angle of incidence, N is the unit vector along the local normal to the irradiated 
surface, U is the unit vector along the spacecraft-Sun direction, B(f~ is the 
diffuse reflection coefficient, y is the total reflection coefficient and 13 
is the specular reflection coefficient OI the illuminated surface. If Lambert's 
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cosine law of diffuse ref~ection is used, 





S is the irradiated surface area of the spacecraft's component, and 
K(r, 8) is the thermal reradiation function. 
explicit expression for K(r, 8) is 
- E: 








From References 1 and 9, the 
in the case when both spacecraft's components are exposed to space, TF and TB 
are respectively absolute temperatures and E:F and E:B emissivities of the 
front (illuminated) and back surfaces of the spacecraft's component. From 
the balance between the total absorbed solar energy and the amount of energy 
reradiated from both surfaces of a piecewise slab structure, using Gauss' 
theorem and assuming that the areas of the front and back surfaces are the 
same, we have 
= 
K (1 - y) 
-=.s ____ cos 8 
a p2 





3 3 1.353 x 10 kg/sec. 
(3) 
(4) 
For an elementary slab of thickness fL, Laplace's equation and boundary conditions 
yield 

















this expression is linear with respect to the difference of absolute temperatures 
of the front and back sides. 
For surfaces of enclosure the absorbed thermal energy which is reradiated 
inside the body is multiply scattered in all directions, since the interior of 
the surface contains various parts of different shapes. The so-scattered 
particles lose their momentum and only an insignificant small portion is re-
radiated outside. Thus, the expression for K(r,e) becomes 
K(r,e) (7) 
where, as before, TF and TB have to be determined from Equations (4) and (5). 
Finally, for adiabatic surfaces, 
K(r, e) 1. 
For surfaces for which TF TB (no temperature gradient), 
K(r,e) K (8) 

















EXPANSION OF THE THERMAL RERADIATION FUNCTION K(r,e) FOR THE MAIN BODY 
OF THE SPACECRAFT. 
The main body of the Helios spacecraft is a surface of enclosure inside of 
which the multiply scattered radiation is lOi:lt, Foltowing the procedure in 
Reference 1 we can expand the function K(r, e) in the folloyTing manner. First 















EF + EB 
K (1 - y) 
s 
cr(EF + EB) 
1 + (A + B) R(r,e) 
1 + BR(r,e) 
Further expansion of the temperature ratio leads to the following 
expression 
1 + 4AR(r, e) + 2A (3A - 2B) [R(r, e)]2 
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where 
3A - 2B - 3AK. 
Denoting by 







Kl + PR ( r , e) + 2 [R(r,8)] 
3/4 3/2 
Kl + p(co~e) + Q(co~e) 
p p 
A, 
IV. SOLAR RADIATION FORCE ON THE MAIN BODY OF TRE SPACECRAFT 
The main body of Relios, whose side and top views are shmm in Figure 4, 
consists of two truncated) sixteen-sided pyramids, connected in the middle by a 
sixteen-sided prism. On account of the very fast spinning rate of Relios, we 
ell) 
(12) 




shall considerably simplify our calculations if we approximate the body of 
Helios by two truncated cones, connected in the middle by a circular cylinder. 
The average radii of the truncated cones are calcualted in such a manner that 
the areas, which playa major role in the expressions for the solar pressure 
effects, are preserved. In other words the radii are calculated so that the 
area of one truncated pyramid is equal to the area of one truncated cone, and 
the same rule is used for the cylinder in the middle. Thus, for the larger 
radius of the frustrum we obtain 
and for the smaller radius which, at the same time is the radius of the middle 
cylinder, we find 
0.871 m 
(see Figure 5). The height of one of the frustrums is H 78.65 cm, and the 
height of the middle cylinder is h 55.0 cm. 
In order to facilitate the calculation of the solar radiation force 
acting on the main body of the spacecraft, we shall introduce a noninertial, 
slowly rotating ecliptic reference frame xl Yl zl' The zl-axis is pointing 
toward the north pole of the ecliptic, xl Yl-plane is the ecliptic plane, and 
the Yl-axis lies along the instantaneous spacecraft-Sun direction. Incidentally, 
we should mention that, without any significant loss in accuracy, we can assume 
that the zl-axis is also the spin-axis of the spacecraft. 
In the xl Yl z1 system the equation of the conic surface is 
~ (xl' Y l' Z 1) 
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is the z-coordinate of the vortex of the cone. Hence, the unit vector along 
the local normal to the surface is 
N 
where a is the cone angle, given by 
tana 
or a 32~75. 
xl cota 
Yl cota 
(zl + i;) 
Introducing cylindricai coordinates r 1 , A by 
= (zl + t;) tana 
we obtain 
(C~SA cosa) N SJ.nA cosa 
- sina 
(14) 
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Since the main body of the spacecraft is perfectly symmetrical with respect 
to the three coordinate axes, the only existing component of the solar radiation 
force will act along the Yl-axis. Integrating Equation (1) we obtain the Yl-
component of the force acting on both frustrums in the form 













, QF' KF are values of S, y, P, Q and K for the two frustrums. 
11 and 12 are given by 
1f 
II '" f (sin>..)1l/4 d>", 
o 
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or, in terms of beta and gamma functions (Reference 10), 




8 ' 8 r (15) 4 
2 9 
1. 382638 
12 27/2 B(t, t) 
7/2 r (4) 
1. 248598 2 (i) r 2 
The complete integrated expression for the Yl-comp(nent of the solar radiation 
force acting on the surface of the middle circular cylinder can be taken from 
Reference 6. It is 
[y (1 - S ) + (1 - y ) Kc J c c c 
where S , y , P , Q , K , are the values of S, y, P, Q, and K for the middle 
c c c c c 
cylinder. The total solar radiation force acting on the whole main body of 
Helios is then 
acting in the Sun-spacecraft direction. 
(16) 
V. THE SOLAR RADIATION FORCE ACTING ON OTHER APPENDAGES OF THE HELlOS SPACECRAFT 
A very rough calculation of the total solar radiation force acting on all 
other major components of the spacecraft shows that the maximum contribution to 













the force, due to the irradiation of all those components, does not exceed 6.8 
per cent of the force exerted on the rnain body of the spacecraft. Still, in 
order to perform a complete analysis of the solar pressure effects on Relios, 
we shall furnish a short synopsis of the solar radi~tion forces acting on other 
parts of the spacecraft, shown on Figure 6 and explained in Table 1. 
All the components have simple geometric shapes for which the expressions 
for the solar radiation force have already been derived in References 1-6; 
they all can be considered as having purely adiabatic surfaces for which 
K(r,e) = 1. Particular attention has been given to the derivation of the solar 
radiation force acting on the despun high-gain antenna, pointed toward the 
Earth, and its partially shadowed frame. The force acting on the four rapidly 
rotating booms and instruments has been averaged over one period of rotation 
(1 sec.). It is very evident that due to the smallness of the forces involved, 














Instruments and the dummy 
counterbalance 
Instrument carrying booms 
Booms 
TABLE 1 
Principal parts of the spacecraft. 
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and convenient to use approximate expressions which considerably reduce 
the 
complexity of the mathematical apparatus applied and ultimately impleme
nted 
into the computer programme. 
VI. COMPUTER PROGRAMME FOR THE CALCULATION OF THE SOLAR RADIATION FORC
E. 
The solar radiation force is a function of the heliocentric distance of 
the spacecraft and, up to a lesser extent, of the position of the space
craft 
relative to the position of the Earth. Thus, in order to compute a ser
ies of 
values of the solar radiation force over a certain interval of time, we 
should 
first compute the positions of the spacecraft in its heliocentric orbit.
 The 
relatively small magnitude of the force (the maximum total force is approx-
-4 imately 2.63 x 10 N or 26.3 dynes) has led to the conclusion that an 
unperturbed, elliptical orbit would yield a more than satisfactory accu
racy for 
that purpose. The orbital elements, which served as input data for the 
calculation of this orbit, were obtained from the personnel of the Germ
an 
Geselschaft fur Welfraumforschung by J. Peyn of the University of Hambur
g. 
The computer programme, listed in Appendix 1, is entirely self-explanato
ry 
via its comment statements, so that additional descriptions and explana
tions 
would undoubtedly be superfluous. Although the use of only one space-fi
xed 
system of reference axes would be perfectly sufficient (such as the ecliptic 
system for 1950.0, initially used), the programme also computes the components 
of the solar radiation force along the axes of the Earth-equatorial refe
rence 
frame of 1950.0. It also gives the magnitude of the total force acting on t
he 
spacecraft. The forces are computed for each day (zero-hour GMT) during one 
complete orbital period of the spacecraft (approximately 190 days), starting 
with the day of the insertion into the elliptic orbit, five days after 
the 












launch time; the output is given in Appendix 2. In addition to this, a plotting 
programme has been used to depict graphically the behaviour of the force 
components over a period of 400 days. The graphs are shown in Appendix 3. 
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Fig. 1. Side view of the Relios spacecraft 
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Fig. 5. Geometry of the main body of the spac;craft 
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Fig, 6. Principal spacecraft components 
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- EMISSIVITY CF THE !LLUMI~ATED SlRFACE 
= EMISSIVITY OF THE EAC~ 5URFfCE 
= REFLECTIVITY COEFFICI~NT OF THf ILL~~INATED SL~FACE 
SPLCuLAR REFL~CT!VITY PA~~MrT~R OF THE SU~FACE 
STEFAN-S (O~STANT (5.66q7E-~B KG/SEC**3.DfGK**4) 
SULAR CC~STA~T (1.3~3E+o3 K~/S~C**3) 
= Tf~1:: bl.;N-S?Ac:::::'~rFT-I:Aln~ ;'~.',LE: (LPS) I,"j RADIAI,(S 
THE SL'I\!-SPt..CEU~AFT-f,ARTH ANGLE (EPS) I t.J DEGREEs 
= ~UN-~A~Th-SPAC~C~AFT ANGLE IN RA~IANS 
- SU~-~ARTH-SPAC~CRAFT ANGLE IN DEGREES 
= J;~-~/CRSi<'I-S COr\STANT EPSF/(EPsF+EPS2) 
= CONt ANG~E OF THE MAI~ BODY OF THE SPACECRAFT 
= TH~ SEMI-MAJO~ AxIS OF THE SPACECRAFT-S ELLIPTIC 
ORBIT O~~') 
= THE sElv'I-~1AJOi' Axb OF THE [LLIPTIC ORE'IT OF THE [MHH (KI\) 
THE CRbITAL ECCENTRICITY OF TH~ SPACECRAFT 
= ECCENTRICITY CF THE EARTH-S 022IT 
OBLIQUITY OF ThE ECLIPTIC 
H;CLI~ATION cF THE ORC!IP,L PLM:t:: TO THE ECLIPTIC 
PLANE: CF 1950.8 
NODAL ANGLE OF THE 0RUITAL PLA~E OF ~?ACECRAFT 
= ARGUMENT OF T~E ?ERIAPSIS OF THE SPACECRAFT-S ORdIT 
ARGUME~T OF THE: EARTH-S PERIAP~I~ 
TRUE ANO~ALY GF THE SPACECRAFT 
= TRUE ANOYALY OF THE EARTH 
= MEAN ANOMALY OF TH~ SPACECRAFT 
= MEAN ANO!'IAL Y OF THE EARTH 
= ECCENTRIC ANO~ALY OF THE SPACECRAFT 
= eCCENTRIC ?~lor·IALY OF Tr1t: EARTH 
MEAN ANOVALY UF THE SPACECR~FT AT THE: TIME OF 
INITIALILATION T = TSTART 
MEAN ANOMALY OF THE EARTH AT THE TIME: OF INITIALIZATION 
= I NIT I AL T I t·IE 
= GRAVITATIONAL CONSTANT OF THE: SUN 
MEAN ORBITAL ~CTION OF THE SP~CECRAFT 
~EAN OR~!TAL ~CTION OF THE EARTH 
= ORBITAL PERIOD OF THE SPACECRAFT 
OR~!TAL PERIOD OF ThE EARTH 
NL~8ER OF POI~TS OM THE TRAJECTORY 
TP,IE STEP (DAYS) 
HELIOCENTRIC P0SlTIUN VECTOR OF THE SPACECRAFT I~ 
ASTRONCMIC~L LNITS (AU) 
H~LICC~NTRIC P~SITIUN V~CTCK OF THE EARTH IN 
ASTRONCMICAL U~ITS (AU) 
* SPACECRAFT-EARTH DISTANCE (~M) 
OUTER RADIUS CF THE TRUNCAT~D CONEs (~[TERS) 
RADIUS OF Th£ ~IDDL~ CYLIND[R (METERS) 
= HEI:.,~n OF TH:: TRUNC?T[D CON::S ('viETERS) 
= HEIGHT OF THE ~IDDLE CYLINDER (METERS) 
= P,VERAGE:~A0IUS OF THE HIGH-, ~\EDIUV-. AND L01:!-G/\IN 
ANT EJ'<i'-;A 0(;U'.15 
TOTAL HErG~T 0F THE THR~E A~Tt~NA BOOVS 









E:PSF*TFRONT**4 + ETA*EPSB*TBACK**4 = 
(SOLARISIGt1AJ*( (AU/R)**2)*(l.-GAYf'.'A)*caS(THLTA) 
(E~CRGY BALANCL, GAUSS- THEORE~) 
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TFROi.T = TE~ACK + (D*SIGI-''/,*EP::.5/COND) *T6AC,(**4 
(:)vUf,),';R), (ONDI TlONS, LAFLACi::-.s EQli.6T!CN) 
l?OCrl = T~TART = 1974, DECEMBER lv, 00 HRS, 00 MIN, DC SEC. 
x.Y,L ARE tCLIPTIC C00RDINATES OF TrlE SPA(ECRAFT 
X~.yw'~~ ARE ~QJATORIAL COORDINATES OF THE SPACECRAFT 
XE,YE,lE=C ARE ~CLIPTIC (OORDINATES OF THE EARTH 
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REAL M(4UG),~EI4~~) ,NCRM(28) 
DIiViEf';SI0N TrlETA(4:..C) ,ETm:TA(4GC) ,X(4CO) ,Y(' JC) ,R(4CC) ,Z(4CC), 
* XE(40Q),YE(4CC) ,RE(400) 
DIMEN~IO~ UXI4C0) ,ly(4GU),UlI4QO) 
JIMENSION PSI(4CQ),DPSI(4QC),RHO(400),RHOE(400),TIME(400) 
DIMEN~ICN E(4CJ),EE(40C),DTHETA(400) ,DETHTA(4CQ) 
~l~E~SICN O~(4uO) ,D~E(400),DE(4U~) ,DEE(4CO) 
~IM~NSION lR(~00) ,FbX(400),F5Y(4lC),FdZ(400),BACC(4CC), 
* 8rORCE(400) DIMENS[O~ XQ(4L0) ,YC(40U),l~14C0),SEPI4CO),DSEP(400), 
* cFX(~LG),8FYI4C~),bFi(400) 
CIME~SIUN FTX(4~0),FTY(40C),FTZ(4J0) 












RAD = lSO.O/Pl 
70u0 READ(5,INPUT) 
w'RITI:.(6,3CCG) 
\'iRI TE (6,1 NPUT) 
\".R I TE (6 ;1<;00) 
30~O FCRMATI1H1,4XIIII) 
10UO FORMAT(lrl1,lX,/) 
00 boo J=1,28 
AREA(J) = ARcAIJ)/1CG00. 
NO.-{~·1 ( J) :. r·.ORI'i ( J ) 1 RAD 
SClb CONTlNUE 
ALPHA = ATAN((Rl-RZ)/H) 
t';cAN = SGRT (G>1/.C.X**3) . 
MEANE = SCRT1GM/AXE**3) 









C;\~L}\r"i = t:~,,\~'!¥-DAY*Rr-\S) 
Di·jEAI,E = 'lEAfll:.*DAY';:-RA:; 
IF(ME~TRT.GT.360.~)ME~TRT=ME~TRT-35C.O 
PER = Z.C*PI/(MEAN*DAY) 
PERE = Z.O*PI/IMEANE*DAY) . 
ETA = SGRTI(l.w+ECC)/ll.O-EC()) 
~TAL = ::'t,;jH((l.C+ECCE:..:/Il.C-ECCE)) 
IF(G~[GA.LT.~.C)OME:..GA = O~EG~ + 360.C 
fl':" T/~,n " HZE RG - [WEAl :-r<)J 
1 F I j.j::, T A!, T • LT. o. ) HS T AR -=HS TAR T +3 6 O. 




Z FCHfjl\T(36X,-H~LlOCENTRIC EQUATORIAL ORRITAL PARf\,\lETE~S OF THE-, 
* -SPACECRAFT-II) 
3 FORMAT(38X,-AX =-,E16.8,lX,-K~-1,37X,-ECC =-,F16.11/,35X,-0~EGA =-
1 ,F16.11,lX,-DEG-I,3~X,-MSTART =-,F16.11,lX,-DEG-I,36X,-MEA~ =-, 
2 F16.11,lX,-DEG/DAY-I.34X.-PERIOD =-.F16.11,lX,-DAYS-I.36X, 
3 -INCL =-,Flb.ll,lX,-DEG-I,36X,-NODE =-,F16.11,lX.-DE:..G-III) 
4 FORMAT( 136X,-HELIOCE:..~TRIC E:..lLIPTIC ORdITAL PARAMETERS OF THE -, 
1 -EARTH-I/I 
31 FO~MAT(3eX,-AX =-,Elb.e,lX,-KM-I,~7X,-ECC =-,F16.11/,35X,-O~EGA =-
1 ,F16.11,lX,-DlG-I,3~X.-MSTf\RT =-,F16.11,lX.-DEG-I,36X,-MEAN =-, 
2 F16.11,lX,-DEG/CAy-/,34X.-PERIOD =-,F16.11,lX,-DAYS-IIIII 
OMEGA = OMEGA/RAD 
EOMEGA = EOMEGA/~AD 
EPSLN = EPSL~/RAD 
SE = S!N(EPSL~,I 
CE = CCS(t:PSLNI 
M5TART = MSTART/RAD 
~E5TkT = MESTRT/RAD 
INCL = INCL/RAD 
NODE = ~;ODE/ RAD 
C 1 = COS ( INC L I 
S I = S 11\ ( I I~C L I 
CN = COS (NODE) 
5N = SIN(NODEl 
CO = cos ((,i·iEGA I 
SO = SIN(CMEGAI 
C CO~VEK5ION OF E~uATORIAL ORDITA~ PARAMETERS FOR 1950.0 INTO ECLIPTIC 
C PA~AMETERS FOR 1950. 
5C = CE*51 - SE*CI*C~ 
SS :;: SE*SN 
SNI = SQRT(SS**2+SC**Z) 
C51 = CI*CE + 51*SE*C~ 
INCL = ATAN2(SNI.CSII 
CELOM = ATAN(SS/SC) 
OMEGA = CMEGA-DELOM 
SNODE = SI*SIN(DELOMI/SE 
NODE = ASI~(SNODEI 
CINCL = INCL*RAD 
DOMEGA = OMEGA*RAD 
DNOD~ = NODE*~AD 
wrn TE (6,97.1 
~RITE(6,98)DOMEGA.DINCL,DNODE 
97 FORMAT(36X,-ECLIPTIC ANGULAR ORBITAL PARAMETER5 OF THE SPAC[C-, 
* -RAFT-II I 
90 FORI·'AT(35X,-O~·iEG.ll. =-,F16.11,lX,-DEG-I,36X,-INCL "-,Fl6. 1 1,lX. 
* -~EG-,.36X,-NODE =-,F16.11,IX,-OEG-IIII 
C 
C CUMPUTATION OF U~PERTLR8~D POSITIONS OF THf SPACECRAFT AND THE EARTH 
C 
:::, I = SIN ( INC L ) 















!:> IN (NuDE) 
COS(NODE) 
!;'I~(OfvjEGA) 
CO!:> (Ot/IEGA l 
CN*CO - S~*SO*CI 
SN*CC + eN*SO*CI 
SO*SI 
ax -CN*SO SN*ca*C1 
GY = -SN*SO + CN*CO*C1 
QZ CO*SI 
RX = SN*SI 
RY -CN*S1 
KZ = C1 
TE!:>Tl PX**2 + PY**2 + PZ**2 -1. 
TE~T2 QX**2 + Qy**2 + QZ**2 -1. 
TEST] RX**2 + Ry**2 + RZ**2 -1. 
TE5T4 = Px**2 + Qx**2 + RX**2 -1. 
TE!:>TS Py**2 + Qy**2 + Ry**2 -1. 
TE5T6 = PZ**2 + QZ**2 + RZ**2 -1. 
TEST7 PX*QX + PY*~Y + PZ*UZ 
TEST~ PX*RX + PY*RY + ~Z*RZ 
TESTY = QX*RX + QY*RY + CZ*RZ 
TE!:>TIC = Px*PY + QX*Qy + RX*RY 
TE5T11 = Px*PZ + QX*OZ + RX*RZ 
TEST12 = Py*PZ + QY*~Z + RY*RZ 







8 FORMAT( /36X,-VECTORS P,Q,R CF THe SPACECRAFT-I/,36X,-ECLIPTIC-/) 
9 u Y FCRMAT(lQX,-?X =-,FIc.6,10X,-PY =-,F10.6,lOX,-PZ =-,FIO·6/, 
1 IvX,-GX =-,FI v.6,lox,-GY =-,F1C.6.1CX,-GZ =-,F10.6/,IOX, 
2 -RX =-,F10.6,10X.-RY =-,FIO.6.10X.-RZ =-,FIO.6//) 
11 FuRi·jkT(f/36X,-OKTHOGGNALlTY T:::5TS-/) 
8012 FbkNAT(/(4FIS.6» 
NP = N/5C + 1 
DO 16 NPTS = I,N 
M(NPT~) = MSTART + (NPTS-l)*~EAN*TSTEP 
Ml(~PTS) = MESTRT + (NPTS-I)*MEANE*TSTEP 
E(NPTS) = ANOM(ECC,M(NPTS» 
EE(NPTS) = AMCM(ECCE,ME(NPTS» 
R(i,PTS) = AX*(l.(;-ECC*COS(E(NPTS) I) 
REINPTS) = AX[*(I.O-ECCE*COb(EE(NPTS») 
RHC(NPTS) = RINPTS)/AU 
RHOE(NPTS) = R~(~PTS)/AU 
THETk(NPTS) = 2.0*ATAN(ETA*TANIE(NPTS)/2.0l) 





XORb = R(NPTS)*COS(TH~TA(NPTS» 
YORB = R(NPTSl*SINITHETAINPTSlJ 
X(~PTS) PX*XOR6 + QX*YORB 
Y(NPTS) PY*XORB + Qy*YORB 
Z(~PT5l = PZ*XOR3 + QZ*YORB 
XG(NPTS) = XINPTS) 
YC(NPTS) = Y(NPTS)*CE - Z(NPTS)*SE 
ZQI~PTS) = YINPTS)*SE + ZINPTS)*Cl 
XE(NPTS) = REINPTSl*COS([THETA(NPTS) + EOMEGA) 
Y~(NPT~) = ~~(~PT5)*5IN(~THETA(NPTS) + EOMEGA) 





OF POOR QUALITY 











UR~Q = ~X(NPTS)**2 + UY(NPT5)**2 + UZ(NPTS)**2 
U~(NPTS) = SGRT(URSQ) 
;1 
( C<,CY,CL ARE:. (O~,PONt.i'!TS OF THE (ROSS-P~ODt.;CT (VECTOR-PRODUCT) (R X R'::) 
( 
C SIN(P~l) A~D SI~(5EP) AkE D~T[kNINED FROM CkOSS-P~ODUCTS IRE X R) AID 
C (r~ X RE), r~t.SPE:.CTIVELY. 
( tU3IPSI) AND t05(5'::P) ARE UETEkMI~EU FROM DOT-PROD~CTS (SCALAR PRODU:TS 
C (UR.R) i'.t~D (UR.RE), RE.SFE(TIVELY. 
C 
C TnE SIG~: OF 5H\{PSI) I 5 DE.TER~l!1:Eu IN SUCH A ~~AN~!ER THAT SI1-:(Pt:;I) IS 
( POSITIVE IF CZ I~ NEGATIVe. THf~ A'lGU:. PSI IS ;'~EASURED FRO~~ R TG UR II 
( T~E POSITIVE DIR~(T!C~ 
C 
CX = -Z(NPTS)*YE(NPfSI 
(y = Z(~PTS)*XE(NPTS) 
(Z = X(NPTS)*YE(~PT5) - Y(~PTS)*XE(NPTS) 
CSU = (X**2 + CY**2 ~ C2**2 
DOT = GX(NPT~)*X(NPT~) + LYINPTS)*Y(NPTS) + Ul(NPTS)*Z(~PTS) 
SP~I = ~~RT(CSU)/(URINPTS)*~(NPTb)) 
IF(CL.LT.O.)SPSI=-SPst 
(PSI = JOT/(U~(NPTS)*R(NPTS)) 
PSI(NPTS) = ATAN2(SPSI,CPSI) 
DP~II~PTS) = PSI(NpTr)*RAD 
IFIDPSII~PTS).LT.O ~~srINPTS)=uPSIINPTS)+36~. 
PDOT = UXINPTb)*XEINPTS! + ~Y(NPTS)*YE(NPT~J 
SNSEP = SPSI*RINPTS)/RE(~PTS) 
CC~E:.P = -PD~T/IU~(NPTS)*RE(NPTS)) 
SEP(NPTS) = ATAN2(S~SEP,COSEP) 
~5EPI~PTS) = SEP(NPTS)*RAD 
C CALCULATION OF ThE SHORTEST DISTANCE FRO~ THE SUN TO THE GEOCENTRIC 
C LIGHT RAY PAT:" 
( 
DIST = R(~PTS)*SIN(PSI(~PTS) 
SDISTINPTS) = ASS(DIST) 
DO 1 8 LI S T = 1 '~I P 




2 5X,-XE(KM)-,8X,-YE(~M)-,lOX, -RHOE-,8X.-PSI-/. 
3 lX,-(~AYS)-, b~X,-(AU)-,7X,-(DEG)-I) 
18 COiHINUE 
WRITE(6,19)TIME(NPTS), 




DO 3::l NPTS=1,i'l 
~TMt.TAINPTS) = THETA(~PTS)*RAD 
DETHTA(NPTS) = ETHETA(NPTS)*RAD 
IF(DTHETA(NPTS).LT.O.O)DTHETA(NPTS)=DTHETA(NPTS)+360.0 
IF(DETHTA(NPTSI.LT.u.0)DE.TH1AINPT~)=DETHTA(NPT5)+360.0 
DM(NPTS) = M(NPTS)*RAD 
DME(NPTS) = ME(NPTS)*RAD 
DE(NPTS) = EINPTS)*RAD 







IF (DY, I ~PTS) .Gt.. 36(J. U D:' (::PT~ I =OH (lli'T 5) -360.0 
IFIOME:.INPT5).~E.360.0)DME(NPT~)=DM[JNPTS)-360.0 

















~ -r .. 
'I ) ~ I r 
I~-' 
I 
LL = 5J*(LIST-l)+1 
IF(NPTS.~Q.LL)~RITE(6,1b2) 
~···r ··-~I \ 
~ r 
1 a 2 FOi~~IA T ( 1H 1,29 X, - T I ME-, 5 X, - T hE T /1-,6 X, -c- , 8X, -1-\- ,5 X, - T HET AE-, 5 X, 
1 _EE_,7x,_ME_,7X,_SDIST-I,?9X,-(DAY51-,6(4x,-(DEGI-),6X,-(KMI-/l 
119 CCNT 1 ~;UE WRIT~(6,190ITIME(NPTS),DTHETA(~PTS),DE(NPTSI,DM(NPTS), 
.1 1 DETHTA(NPTSJ ,DEE(NP151,DMf(~PTS),SDIST(NPTS) 











::$3 co(\, T 1 NUt: 






ELES = -10CuUGO.O*SOLARISPEED 
EPoS = EPSF+EPSB 
,0 = EPSf/EPS 
-SA- MEANS SOLAR ARRAy (T~U~CATED CONES) 
-CC- MEANS (ENTP~L CCM~ARTNENT (CYLIN~ERJ 
TEMSA = SOLAR*(I.-GAM~AI/(SIGMA*E~SI 
'T~MCC = SGLAR*(l.-GAMCCI/(SIGMA*EPSI 
TSTSA=TE~SA**O.25 
TSTCC=TE~CC**O.25 
C = SIS~A*DEPTH*EPS~/COND 
ASA=C*TSTSA**3. 
ACC = C*TSTCC**3 
GSA=3.*ASA*Kl 
BCC = 3.*ACC*Kl 
PSA = 4.*EPSF*E~So*A5A/E~SF**2 
PCC = 4.*EPSF*LPoS5*ACC/EPSF**Z 
aNU~ = _z.O*EPSF*EPSS*(11.0*EPSF-3.0*EPSBI 
GSA = Q~UM*(ASA**21/EPS**3 
QCC = ONUM*(ACC**ZI/EP~**3 
c 
















1. MAIN BODY OF THE SPACEC~AFT - TWO TRGNCATED CONES AND THE CYLINDER IN 
THt MIDDLE. ONLY T~IIS PA~T CONTAINS THE THERMAL PE-RADIATION EFFECTS. 
2. TrlRtE M~TENNA 8001\15- HIGH-, 1'.'.EDIUI'i-, AilD LOv:-GAIN ANTENNA eOCMS. 
3. FOLR ROTAliNG SPACtCRAFT BOO~S. TnE SOLAR FORGE WILL BE CALCULATED 
BY AVE:RACdNG OVER (;I,;E: PERIOD OP RUTATION. 
4. ANTENNA ~IRE5. 
? FLAT PARTS OF THE FqAME OF THE HIGH-GAIN ANTENNA REFLECTOR. 
c. PARA~OLICALLY SHAPED FRAME: OF THE HIGH-GAIN ANTE~NA. 
CALCULATICN OF TH~ SCLAR RADIATION FURCE ACTI~G CN THE ~AIN UCDY OF THE 
dEL lOS SPAClCRAFT ,. 
1. CALCULATIO~; OF THE ~CU\P. r~ACIATl(jl\) FORCE ON T¢;C TRUNCATED CONES 
CTl = 2.*ELES*H*(~1+R21/3. 
CA COS(ALPhP,1 
Tl 4.*bETA*GAMSA*CA**2 




TRMl CTI*(TI + T2 + T31 
TR:'12 = CTl*r4 
TRM3 = CTl*T5 
( 
C 2. SOLA~ RADIATICN FC~Cc ON THE: MIDDLE CYLIh0ER 
C CT2 ::; 2.*ELES*R2*HC/3. 
T6 = 4.*bt:TA*i.JMlCC + 3.*(1.-cETA*CMKC) 
T7 = .S*PI*(GAMCC*(l.-dETAI + (1.-GA~CCI*Kl1 
T8 = n.-GANCC)*PCCk!l ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 






'co • ,=~ .~~~ ........ "= ...""' ...6 .... =~",,=--.;.. .......... " " .. "sI ..· 
~. 1 : 























TOTAL Hc.LIC~ =CDY RAr;lATr~~~ FC,~CL.:. = ~(;~..;~~ r:hC~;,TIC,:, FC"RCC ON THE T~'O 
TKlJr~CATE:.;) CC,'lES PL'J~ The FO:{Ct. (;J', THt. ::1 ;:;'.JLE CYUi,CCR 
TER~l = TR~l + TRM4 
TERM2 = TRM2 + TRM5 
T~RM3 = TRM3 + TRM6 
C CALCULATIO~~ CF THE SCLAf: RI'\DI/,ilCN FOKC[ or, THE A,':n:i'lNA l5C:Jj,::' 
CTA = 2.*ELES*R~*HA/3. 
TIl: = 4.-l:-A3U;I*GM1CC + J.{ql,-,;BET!\*Gr~j.,cc) 
T 11 = • 5*? I * (GAi,;CClf ( 1. -Ai:[T i\) + ( 1. -G';j,;C(: ) lr(.~1 ) 
TRM7 = CTA*(T1~+Tll) 
r 
'-( CALCULATION (;F T~~ SOLAk ~nDIATICN f0QC[ ACTING O~ THE FOUR ~CTATING 
C 3PhCECi~AFT ;:CO~,:t.. AvERAGf:.D C.VEi-.! C:-.:E. PER I CD 
C 
A!H = .U43 
AB.2 = .0254 
AG3 = .C('335 
A6H1 = 3.76e 
i\Srl2 = 1.58 
Ai3H3 = 14.0 
BG = .6C 




C C CALCULATION OF THE. SOLAR RADIATION FORC~ ACTING ON THE ANTENNA REFLECTOR 





WCF = -.2 
DALPHA = ALPHA*RAD 
ELAM = ELEs/10000UO.O 
ATR2 = TERM1/1000000. 
ATR35 = TER~2/1000000. 
ATR5 = TERM3/10CCGOO. 
~RITE(6,100)DALPHA,E~ES,ELAM.Kl,T~TSA,TSTCC,PSA,PCC,QSA,QCC, 
ATR2,ATR35,ATRS 
WR IT E ( 6,6 ) 
100 FORMAT(1H1,////,11x.-PHYSICAL CUN~TANTS FOR CALCULATION OF THE -
1 -~OLAR RADIATION FORCE O~ THE MAIN-/.12X,-60Dy OF TYE HELIO~ -
2 -SPACECRAFT-, 
3 /////,24X.-ALPHA =-.F12.6.1X.-D[G-/,2~X,-ELES =-, 
4 E15.6/,23X,-LAMBDA =-.E15.6/, 
5 27X,-Kl =-,F12.6/.24X,-TSTAR =-.2F9.3/,?8X.-P =-.2flu.~/.28~; 
6 -Q =-,2EI4.5//,26X.-TR2 =-.~1~.5/,25X,-TP35 =-.E1/f.5/,2S~. 
7 -TRS =-.E14.5//) 
6 FOR~1AT(1Hl,25(!l ,25X. 
1 -CO~,1P(;~:E~HS OF THE SOLAR !-{J\DIATIC),'! FORCE ACTING C'~! -
2 -TH~ MAIN HODY OF TH~-/.25x,-HELIOS 5PACECRAFT-, 
3 - IN THE 5PACE-FIXED,BODY-CENT~RED ECLIPTIC REFERENCE FRA~~.-// 
4 ,25X,-(FORCE-, 
5 -GIVE~ IN ~-U6 Nf:.wTOKS. ACCELERATION IN [-11 r~/SEC**2)-//l 
AVTOT = C.C 
DO 1 NPTS=1,N 
RMl = 1.C/RrlC(NPTS) 
C TOTAL FOPCE I~ THE. SU~-SPACECRAFT DIRECTIO~ 
c 
C 1.- FORC=' or~ THE ~·i~,IN DC~Y OF THE SPI\CECRpFT 
FyI = TER~1.RM1*.2 + TE8M2*~~1**3.5 + ~ER~3*R~1**5 
































2.- FOi--!U:. U. n;C. ANT[NNA DeLlI5 
F YA = Ti~:'''' 7;:-~:1l *.r<2 
3.- FO~C~ ~N THE FOUR ~UTATING ~OO~S OF T~E SPACECRAFT IAvERAGED CV~R 
01\E PE:\ICD) 
FYAS = ABCF*~~1**2 
4.- FCRCE C,N TH~ ',.;IRES OF THE A~,TE"!\;"', :-1EFLECTCR 
FYA~ = ~CF*RM1**2 
TOTAL FORCE: ISUI~ OF FORCES 1. Tf'ROUGrl 4.) I~I THE:. SU"l-~PACECRAFT 81"I::CTI8'; 
FYTOT = FYI + FyA + Fy~B + FYA~ 
f~X, ~2Y, FBl ARE CCMP0NE~TS OF THE ~OLAR RADIATIO~ FOQCE ACTINC C~ Trl~ 
.~nIN ~UJy UF THE hELlOS 5PACEC~AFT, PLONG T~E AXES OF TH~ SPAC:-FIX~D, 
~Jsy-CENTERLD ~CLIoTIC REFER~MC~ FR~~E 







~ C BFX, bFY, AND SFl AR~ CO~PCNE~T5 OF TH~ SOLAR RADIATION FORCt {CTIN~ 
C eN TH:: 1'IAIN cODY OF THE SPACECH~,FT If'; ruE 1~1::RTI:\L E~UATCpIA~, Ec!)Y-c~r.T[RED 













FBY(NPTSI*CE - F9Z(~PTSI*SE 
FdYINPTS)*sE + F~Z(NPTS)*CE 
BFORCc(NPTS) = ABSIFYl) 
BACC(~PT~I = IGO.~*bFORCE(NPTS)/~ASS 
DO 5 LlST=I,NP 




5 CONTINUE WRITEI6,9)TIMCINPT5)'F8X(~PT~),F~YI~PTb),F8lINPTS) ,3FORCEINPT5Il 
* dACCI~PTSI,KHOI\PTSI 
9 FCRMAT(29X,F6.2,6F14.5) 
CALCULATION JF THE CO~PO~ENTS OF Th~ ~OLA~ R~DIATICN FORCE ACTING ON THE 





DO 12 J=1.2B 
FLAGIJI = C. 
~ = 0MEGA + ThLTAINPTS) 
UPAP = U + NORMIJI + PSIINPTS) 
ENX -COS IUPAP \ 
ENY SINIUPAP) 
PPA PSI(NPTSi + ~OR~(J) 
CPP COS(PP.A1 
CRF ELES*RMl**Z*AREA(J)*CP~ 
CFA = 2.*BlTA*GAMA~*CPP + Z.*(I.-0CTA*GAMAN)/S. 
IF <DP S I I HPT 51 • G T .0 •• fIt,!D. DP S I 1t4PT;,) • L I' • HJ C j ) FLAG (l ) = 1 • 
IF(J?~1INPTSI.GT.U •• ANC.DPSI(NPTS).LT.180.)FLAG(21=1. IF(D?Sl(~PTS).GT.45 •• A~D.DPSII~PTSI.LT.~~5;)~LAGI3)=1. 
IFIDP~I{NrTS).GT.45 •• A~O.OP~II~~T~).LT.225.)FLhGI4)=1. 
IF(DPSll~PT~I.GT.45 •• A~D.DPbI(NPT~).LT.225.)FLAG{~)=1. 
IFIDP~1(~PT5).Gl.~O •• AND.DP~I{NPT~I.LT.270.)FLAG(')=:. 
IF(DP~I(NPT51.GT.90 •• AND.DPSI(NPT~).~T.Z2~.)F~AGI7)=I. 
IFlbpSI(NPT5).GT.90 •• AND.DPbI(NPT~I.LT.lao.)FLAG(8)=1. 
I F ( D PSI ( N P T S ) • G T • 90 •• AN 0 • D P 5 1 ( N P T S I • I, T • 18 C • ) FLAG ( 9 I = 1 • 
IF(DPSI(NPTSI.GT.9G •• AND.~PSl(NPTS}.LT.270.IFLhGI10)=:· 










I F ( JP:, I ( M' T S ) • G T • 1 .J,? •• ;., ,,[. niP;> I ( tl P T 5 ) • LT. 315 • ) F L ~ C', ( 11 ) = : • 
r r ( J,,':' I ( l\ P T S ) • (, T • 1 ' 5 •• f. 'i 0. ) F!: I ( ·\P T S ) • LT. 3 ~ ? • ) = L ;XC· ( 12 1 = • 
1 F (D r-':' I ( ;,p T S J • ::; T • 1 3:' •• " \1 c. .• D P ~ 1 (,',?T S ) • LT. :; : 5 • J ;: Lt,G ( 13 ) =' • 
1 F ( :)p ;:: r ( N P T S J • C: T • 1 : 5 •• t, r~ tJ • C P D J ( ;', P T S ) • LT. <: 7 (). 1 = LAC- r 14 J:, • 
I F ( J P ~ I ( ;'~ P T S ) • G T • 1 (j I.J ••• ,', ~ • [; p ~ 1 ( r j P T S ) • LT. 2 7 il. );: LAG ( 1 ? i = • 
1 F ( .)P;" 1 ( l'iP T :, ) • G T • 1 (j tJo • k ~ ~ • ;: P.; I ( ~;~' T S ) • LT. '27 C • J .= Lt, C. ( :!. 6 J = • 
1 F (JP S 1 ( i.? T S ) • G T • 1 9 v •• ;,i'!:;. C·O) S I (hP n ) . LT.:' ::,( .• ) .:- U,(, ( 17 ) = • 
1 F ( uP" 1 ( II? T S ) • G T • 18, ••• ,\1,\[:'" r, ::. ~>1 {t~ P 1 ':' i • LT. :: :. (" • J cLf·:-· ( 1 ~ l = • 
IF(:)P:'I(.\P;:')'''T." •• M:~.liP:;i(t!PT::') .Ll.4: •• \';;".~P";1('rj:;T ).~j-,22~. 
1. Ai.D. LiP S I ( ~;r T::,) • LT. 3 be. ) r LA : ( 19 ) = 1. 
1 F {D P S J ( f'i P T.s ) • ST. 0 •• M':: • :; p ~ i ( ~ P -:- S l • l. T • 4:; •• (;,. • :)F ::- I ( '.r F T ). r: T , 22 : • 
1 • Ai, L.l • D P':" ~ ( t, D T ::, ) • LT. 3 60. ) F LA;. ( 2 :. ) = 1 , 
r F ( Ll PSI ( f\ P T S ) • G T • (., •• A Nf) • i";P :: r ( 1\ P T ~ J • L T , 4:' •• G;~ • r) PSI ( ~. PT. ) ,\' T • n ~ • 
1 • h r. D • D P':' I ( ~! P T S) • LT. 36'.:'. ) F LtC : 2 1. ) = 1-
I F ( D PSI ( t J P T S ) • G T • v •• /l N D. D P;:, I (1\ P T .:, J • LT. ;.4 •• C K • [) PSi ( ~ F' T ). C T ' '2:3 ~ • 
1 • Ai.D. JP S I ( .'1 P T S ) • LT. 3 (; O. ) F L /l ::: ( 22 ) -= 1 • 
I F ( Dp 5 I ( I, P T:: J ,G T • G •• Ar·;f' • r:' P ~ I cr·p T ::- ) • LT. 9 C •• :: r< • f)p ~ I ( ~IP T " ) • GT .27,., • 
1 • A: ,D. L, PSI ( ;',p T S I • !... T • : 60. ) F 1./' :: ( ?3 ) = 1 • 
I F ( D PSI ( N P T;:, ) • G T • C •• ,'\ N i. • i ,I' E I ( r P T 5 ) • LT. 9 C •• C~ • fJ l->:, ~ (" PT .. I ,r.l;. 2 7 ", • 
1.Ai,J.lJ?51 (~lPTS) .LT.360. )rL~,,(t.4)"'1. 
I F ( D? S I ( I': P T S ) • G T • l, •• f. (I, C • : f'- ~ I ( '! P T .J I • LT. 1 L .: •• C ' • C)"':: I ( .: r> '~). S .:'\:) 6 
1.rlND. DPS I U:PTS).L T. 360,) FU':, (?") =1. 
IF (DP S I ( t,.? T 5 ) • G T .::; •• AND. c., P 5 I ( r. p, S) ,L T • I? ': • ,(, -<. [),' ~ I (',p ~ I ,G " • ." 1 '5. 
1 .M.!) • D PSI ( N P T S ) • LT. 36 C • ) f- u: <. ( ;. 6 I = l. 
IF(DPSI(NPT!::).GT.u •• A"iD.:':'PS!(t;Df:.;) .LT.135 •• ~'?r'r·' I(',P ::').(",31<;, 
1.A~~.UPSI(NPTS).LT.36G.)FLA~(27)=1. 
IF(i)PSI(~'PTS).GT.G •• AI'jD.DP51<f:Pi.s) .LT.E, •• !)-(.rp~ I(\? ;:).( '.,15, 
1.A~D.DPSI(NPT5).LT.360.)Fl~G(2n)=1, 
AFY, = CRF*(CFA*ENX - (l.-D=TA*GA,·iM:)*X(NFTSlh(~IPT::) )*FL·,\G( J) 
AFY = Ci~F*(CFA*ENY - (1.-3ETi\*Gt>,.'f,A\1)"·Y(~:FT~ln(:p1:l1 )*"LAG{ JJ 
AFl = -CRF*(l.-BETA*GAMAN)*l(~PTS)*FLAG(~ )!1(\PTS) 
XTOT = XTOT + AFX 
YTOT = YTOT + AFY 
ZTOT = lTUT + AFZ 
12 COi,T IM)E 
AFTX = X TOT 
AFTY = YTOT 
AFTZ = l TOT 
C CALC0LATION OF THE SOLA~ RADIATION FORCE ACTINS OK T~E PA'ABCL:C AhTE~~~ 
C FRMIE 
C 
CF = .3*RMl**2/SIN(PSl(NPTS)1 
XPT uX(~PTb)*CO~(PSl(NPTE)J/~R(~PT~)-X(~PT~)/R(~PTS) 
YPT LY(I\PT;,)*C05(P':'I'~';PT5))/UR«(\,PT::)-Y(NPT~)/R('PT':') 
PFX = -CF*XPT*.25*SlN(PSI(~OTS)) 
PFY -CF*YPT*COS(PSI(~PTS)) 
c 
C TFX, TFy, TFZ, ARE THE CO~1PU,'!l'nS)F TH: ~E:.ULTr'NT S(~AP 'AC.Ir','!C'~, ':)!-'CE 
C ACTING ON ThE v;HOLE DODy OF H'E H':Li(;5 5Pi,(fCRAFT, ALCi\G H;: A ,tS Of Tl-lE 
C ~CLIPTIC, SPACE-FIXlD, 20DY-CE\;[RE~ REF[~rr C[ FR~~E. 
C 
C 
TFX ~ FYT0T*A(NPT~)/~(~PT~) 
TFY FYTGT*Y(NPTS)/R(NPTS) 
TFl fXTOT*Z(NPTS)/R(NPTS) 
AflX + PFX 
AF1Y + FFy 
ArlZ 
C FTX(i'lP.TS), fTY(i',P1S), FTZ(NPE), ARE. THE (01,P(:~!cNT5 CF TH:- R7:S:LTA;·j"' 
C ~~LAR RADIATIC~ FORC~ ~CT!NG C~ THE ~HOL~ 8CDY 0F THE HELLOS S~ACEC~~FT, 
C ';LO~;G Tnc AXf::.S OF THE ::'QUAT0rHA~, S!-",cE.-FIXl[), t:ODy-(ENTc'-<ED R,'FFHE!KE Fr~f,'JE. 
C 
C 
F T X (j'; P T ~ ) T F X 
FTY(I\PTSJ TFy*ct - TrZ*~E 
FTZ(NPT[) =·TFY*~f::. • rFZ*CE 
Pic: ,\!~'''fdT;.Ji:JL CF Tr1t: RtSU:"TA'lT ::'CLM~ ::>AD!f'TICJh FORCE, IN E-06 'JE~'iTO~!S. IS 
FT'-\.AG«(x?TS) = S~;~T(FTX(NPT~J**2 + FTY(;,Pl~)'f*2 r FTZ(~.PTSP*2\ 








r- T-- .. _--- .....-----_ ... 
-l-' 1--- - -I' I , I , I ;1 
C THE ,l'.CCELERA TI ON OF Tr I S FORCE H! [-11 PI/ SEC**2 IS 
TACC(NPTS) = 10C.*FT~~G(NPTS)/~A5S 
C 
C TOTAL FORCE IG ThE SPACECRAF~-SUN DIRECTION 
C 
TOOT = FTX(NPT~)*XQ(NPTS) + FTy(NPTS)*VJ(MPTS) 
* + FTZ(~PT~)*ZQ(~PT~) 
TFyl(~PTS) = -TDOT/R(NPTS) 
c 





XEG = XE(,\?TS) 
YE~ = YE(NPTS)*CE 
ZEa = YE(~PTS)*SE 
RRE X(NPTS)*XE(NPTS) + Y(NPTS)*YE(NPTS) 
DKX UR(NPT~)*~I~(PSI(NPTS))*R(NPTS)**2 
XlX (~RE*XV(NPTS) - ~E0*R(NPTS)**21/DMM 
XIY (RRE*YQ(~PTS) - Y~G*R(~rTSI**2)/U~~ 
X1Z = (RRE*ZQ(N?TS) - lE:;*R("lPTS)J.H'21/D~:I'\ 
FLAT(NPTS) = (XIX*FTX(~PTS) + XIY*FTY(~PTS) + XIZ*FTZ(NPT5) 1/ 
1 FT i'1AG (NPT S ) 
C AVERAGE VALUE OF ThE FORCE AT 1.0 AU 
C 
c 
FAV(~PTS) = TFY1(NPTSI*RHO(NPTS)**2 
AV1~T = AVTOT + FAV(NPTS) 
1 CONT1Nl;e 
AVTOT = AVTOT/N 
\~RITE(6,2CO) 
2~U FQRMAT,lHl,25(/),25X.-CCMPONEMTS OF THE SO~AR RArIATION FORCE -
1 -ACTING ON ThE MAIN BODY OF THE -/.25x.-~ELIOS SPACECRAFT IN 
2 -THE SPACE-rIXED ~~UATORIAl. 80DY-CEhTER~D -
3 -REFEREhCE SY3TEM.-/,25X.-FORC~ -
4 ""G 1 VEN IN E -l, (;, il;E)', TOI;5-/ f) 
DO 2(' 1 f\PTS= 1 .N 
DO 202 L I ST=1 •. \jP 
LL = 50*(LIST-11+1 
IF(NPTS.EC.LL)WRITE(6,2031 
2 .... 3 F'OK~iAT ( 11-11,1 X, - T HtE-. 6X ,-X ( i<jI) -.9 X, - Y i KM) -.9 X • -z (KM I -, 9X • 
1 _RHO(AU)_ISX,_XFORCF-.RX.-YFORCt-,8X,-ZFJRCE-.BX.-SEP(Q)-/I 
2Q2 CONTi NUE 






VlRITE(6,205) 205 FORMAT(lHl,25(/),25X,-COMPONENTS OF THE RfSULTANT SOLAR RADIATION-
1 ._ For~CE-/ .25X.-A(TING ON THE \,:tiOLE BODY OF THE HE'LlOS SPACE-, 
2 -CRAFT-/,25X.-ALONG THE AXE'S OF THE EQUATORIAL. SPACE-FIXfD.-
_ BODY-CENTERED-/,25X.-REFERENCC FRAME, THE MAGNITUDE OF THE -, 
4 -RE~ULTANT FORCE,-/.2~X.-AND ITS AC(~LER~TION.-/,25X,-FORCE -, 
5 -IN E-06 NEWTONS-/.25X,-ACCELERATION IN E-11 K~/SEC**2-/) 
'DO 296 ('<PTS=l,N 
DO 297 LlST=l,NP 
LL = 50*(LIST-l) + 1 
IF(NPTS.EQ.LLIWRITE(6,29BI 
298 FORMAT(1Hl,-TIME-,5X.-PSI(DI-.4X,.-RHO(AUI-.8X. 
1 -FXEQU-. 9X,-FyEQL-, 9x,-FZEQU-, 9x.-FCRCE~, 9X,-ACCEL-.9X. 
2 -FY1-,l1X,-FLAT-/) 
297 CONTINUE '~iRITE (6.299) T 11~E(NPTSl ,DPSi (r-:PTS) .RHO(NPTSl, 
1 FTX(NPTS),FTY(~PTS1,FTZ(NPT5).FT~AG(NPTS).TACC(NPTS). 
2 TFYl(NPTS),FLAT(NPTS) 
299 FORMAT(F6.1.F10.2.Fl1.7,7F14.5) 296 COiHINUE'~,~~jJL:...11 ,:iiGJlJ W 
.iF fUOR QUALIT£ 













- "-~--- ~---,r-~-~I r-'- -~~ I . 
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ANCH = 1'1, 
2 ANON = M + ECC*SIN(ANOM) 
TEST = ANUM - M - ECC*SIN(A~OM) 




CP;:'F = ..;.74 
CP ~iJ :: 0.5l.1 
(j;\,\<i~A .65 
GA;,CC = .El5 
GA.'lAN :: .95 
[SETA = .95 
AdETA = .85 
SIGMA = 5.6697E-0& 
~OLAR = 1.353[+03 
COfW = 0.25 
DEPTH = 0.01 
HA '" 2.095 
RA = .03125 
ECC = .521807390542 
~CCE :: G.()1672 
TSTART = C.O 
TSTEP = 86400. 
AX = .96801973563E+08 
AXE = 0.1495989194[+9 
EPSLN = 23.44578e89 
O~EGA :: 257.4449C8784 
[OMEGA = 102.50966 
INCL = 23.4469B91399 
~OOE = .0613804058997 
,v1 EST R T :: 3 4 O. 761 5 
~ZERO :: 71.6320412103 
TLNCH = -5. 
AJ = .1495978930E+9 
G~i = .1327124993908025LOE+12 
MASS:: 356.9 
N ::: 40 
IXX :: 343.8 
IYY = 199.8 
IZZ = 382.4 
NOR~ = 90.,90.,135.,135.,135.,18C.,180.,135.,90.,lBC.,2<5.,225.,225., 
18 u. , 270. , 225 • , 270. ,270. ,315. , 31 5 • ,31 5. ,323. , C • ,0. ,36. , :. 5. , (, 5. ,45. 
AKli-\ = 140.,22.,160.,156.,156.,14(; •• 65.,19.,20.,20.,16C.,156.,156.,65., 
14~.,19.,20.,22.,16u.,156.,156.,G5 •• 14~ •• 38 •• 9~ •• 160.,Ij6.,15F. 
$ E ;..;;:, 
-FIN ~~ I F-
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APPENDIX 2 
Components of the Solar Radiation Force in the 
Earth-Equatorial Coordinate System of 1950.0 and 
its magnitude, given in 10-6 Newtons. 











rIME F'X FY rz FORCE ! I 5.1) -1i.~712S - 2 2 • 9 '1 7 9 11 -9.95092 25 .1.10 9 07 ! 
1".0 
- 'I • 1 7 'i 11 3 -23.030.13 -9.98679 25.'+£+]16 
7.0 -J.B7 6 a5 "23-11721 -10.021161 25. 'i 9 36 9 
8.0 _3. 5 78(18 -Z3.Z0862 
- 1 0 • 0 6 'I lj 0 25,5'1 8 67 
9.0 
-3.27778 -23.30'161 -10,10617 25,61217 
10 .0 -2. 9 '7557 -23.'10 5 25 -10.1'1 9 96 2 S • 6 81.f26 
1 1 .0 -2. 6 71n6 -23.51060 -10.19580 25.7650'1 
12.0 -2. 3 6386 -23.6:H17S -10.ZI.f3'l2 zS.85'1e,2 
1 :~ • 0 -2.05357 -23. 7 3 5 7 7 -10.29375 zS.95311.f 
11.1.0 -1.73 9 76 -ZJ.f3S57 6 -to.31.j591.f 26,U607S 
15 .0 -1.'12201 -z3,98080 -ID.'10032 26.17762 
16 .0 - 1 .0'7 '18 6 -2'hl109 9 -lO.1.f5b93 26.3039'1 
17 .0 -.7728 11 -Z"!.211 6 1.f2 -10. 5 1583 26.'13991 
18 .0 -. I.j It 0 11 7 -2'1.38 7 2 0 "'10.51 7 011 26,58577 
19.0 -.lnZ30 -211.5333~ "'10.6'1060 26,71.f173 
20,0 .2'1235 -Zli.68 S 1b -10,70659 2 6 • 9 0 8 12 
.2 1 .0 .59396 -Zli.8'12s9 
-10,7750'+ 27.08521 
22.0 .9531'1 -25.00 5 7 9 
-10. 8 '1598 2 7 ,27331 
23.0 1. 3 2050 -25.17'1Bb -10. 9 19 '19 27,ti7276 
2'1.0 l.69671 -25.341 9 92 
-10. 9 9559 27,68393 
2 5 ,0 2.0A251.j -2S. 5 311i 
-11·07'136 2 7 ,90 7 28 
2 6 .0 2. 11 71'3157 -25.71 8 '1 9 
-11015581 2 8 ,1'131'1 
2 7 .0 2. 8 BSb8 -2 5 • 9 121 9 
-11.2'1001 2 8 .39202 
2 8 .0 J.Jol.i70 -21..1123'1 
-11.32 7 02 28.65'1'1'1 
2 9 .0 3. 7 J6'1LJ -26.31 9 01 
- 1 1 • '11 686 28.93U88 
3 0 .0 'l.18 2 0'f -26,532'+0 
-11. 5 0 9 62 2 9 ,22206 
31 ,0 f~,6/I2'13 -2 6 ,7525 8 
-11. 6 0533 29.52857 
32.0 5.11870 -26.?796 6 
-11.70lfOlf 29.85109 
33.0 5,01211 -27.21379 
-11· B0582 30.190'16 
3 li .O 6,12 3 71 -2 7 .'15'19 7 
-11. 9 1066 30,5'1 7 33 
3 5 .0 6.6!) it 9 7 -2 7 • 7 0 3 36 
-12.0186'1 30.922b9 
36.0 7.2U 7 .35 -27.95 9 05 "12.12979 31~31751 
~ 3 7 .0 7. 7 U232 -2R.22208 -12,2'1'11'1 31,73278 38.0 8.3H179 -28.li9i62 -12.36176 32.16 98 1 
.I 39.0 ?Do7li7 -28.7706 8 -12.'18265 32.62978 
1 LiO.O 9.66133 -2 9 .05 6 30 
-12. 6 0 68 3 33.111i07 
1 
1 
Ii 1.0 lO.31.fS61 -2 9 .3'1 9 56 -12. 7 3'13'1 33.62'127 
1.f2.0 11.06239 -29.6503° -12.8651'i 341,16187 I 
1 Li3,O 11. 8 1 41 30 -2<1.95880 -12. 9 9 9 25 3'1,72 878 
'I '1'1.0 12. 7 0 0 38 -30.2820 6 -13.13982 35,36888 I 
1 ,+5.0 13. S 3 31iO -30.60971i -13.28232 36.00 7 35 I 
:) 
,+6.0 1't. 11 1U22 -30. 9 1l511 "13.1l2a18 36.68201 
'i 7 .0 IS,33~lil -31.28 8 0 5 -13.5-'73'1 37.39559 
I, lj8~0 16.30 9 33 -31.63 8 23 -13. 7 2966 38 .15069 t :I 
'1 9 ,0 17.33 9 2'+ -31.995'12 -1).8850'1 38.9S06l 
;1 50.0 19,5J035 -32.90291 -1'1.27910 LiO.8JU73 
:1 51.0 20. b S375 -33.3332 8 -1,+.'l6628 ljl.79663 
il 52.0 21. 8 6118 -33,77050 -1'l.6S6Li6 '12,81553 
I 53.0 23.13 8 00 -3li.213'i'l -1'1.8'1915 '13,8910'1 1 
5'1.0 211.'18 9 56 -3'1.66011 8 -15.0'1366 '15.02665 ! 
55.0 25.92231 -35.10 9 8 9 "15.23 9 23 ,+6.22 66 6 i 
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rIME FX FY FZ FORCE 
57.0 29. 0 6025 -36.00676 -15.62 9 66 118.8392'+ 
S8.0 31) • 7 ell 1 -3 A .LtI.\829 -15.82195 50.26220 
59.0 32. 6 15 25 -36.88033 -16.01018 51.77102 
60.0 3Lt.S72A1 -37.29 8 31 -16.19236 53.37261 
61.0 Jb. 6 6Lf7S -3 7 .6967[1 -16.36612 S5.07't'lS 
62.0 JIl.90392 -30.06 9 0't -16.52 8 65 56 8 88553 
63.0 
.,1. 3 0292 -3!3. Ll 0 7 3 7 -16.67650 58.81Lf65 
6Lt.O '13~877'17 -38.7[12Lt3 -16.80567 60.87316 
65.0 116 • 6 II 296 -30.9Lt292 
-16. 9 112:' 63.U7223 
66.0 '-l'l.61b69 -39-115]9 -16.9B7LJLt 05.'12'179 
67.0 52. A18 20 -3 9 .20 3 132 -17.02728 67.9't578 I 6 8 .0 56.26 7 3LJ -3 9 018886 -17.022'+0 70.65U85 6 9 .0 5 9 • 986 36 -39.0 /-l736 -16. 9 6276 73.55 8 10 70.0 63. '79 B 11/ -38.75136 -16.83625 76.68695 
71.0 6U.2'13'11.\ -3 11 011 6 8 9 -16.56309 79.9Lj515 I 72.0 7~.9S01~O - 3 7.56 !:l1'! 
-16032727 83.67122 I 73.0 77. 9 8 L118 -36.5765 9 -15.89957 87.59096 7L!.O 8J.391n8 -3S.2li908 -IS.3?63li 91,82302 75.0 89.19863 -33.51372 -ILt.5761.\2 96.39521 
76.0 9S. li 183 11 -31.Z8L!82 -13.61265 101.33'161 I 7 7 .0 lO£.OS56Lj -2 8 • 11 5 8 95 -12.39017 10 6 • 6 7138 
-, 78.0 1 n 9 • 1 u1 8 II -2i.J·91362 -10. 8 5585 112.1i355.3 i 
7 9 .0 116. 5 2 9 25 -Zo.501i9S -8. 9 1.1729 118,657.38 I 80.0 12 1i.287LJ7 -I S .063'17 -6.59096 125.J7D35 I 81 • a 132.28771 -8.39760 -3.70373 132. 6 0 57 1 
82.0 lljo.397a 9 -.29066 -.19157 1'10.398.32 i 
83.0 1'lH.112263 9.Lfa77 8 Lf.OLJ556 l'18.7a058 I 
eLf.o 15h.o c/.394 2101756/; 9.11097 157 • 7 8699 i i [I. 05.0 165.19121 39.7211U 17olSo67 17 0.76313 l 
• 
86.0 171. 8 7 8 50 55.711298 2'1.09666 18 2.29138 1 i ! 1 a 7 .0 177.20 8 55 71.\.21.1392 32.11 8 67 19 1.\.79897 1 8 8 .0 179,68071 91.\.3555B Lf 0 • 8 II a Lf 7 20 7 .0170 9 
-J 89.0 17B.775tLJ 11601603 5 50.29 8 15 21 9 .05178 
90.0 173. 6 1j 5 09 139.0918.6 60.2Lt6 1iJ 230.'1968,+ 
91.0 163.5"135U 162.29311 70.31396 2110. 9 1367 
92.0 III E.J • 1 3 1 ) 1 18,+,61 9 88 80.00Lt66 2'1 9 • 8 5622 
93.0 127.3:\1.\31 20'1·'11086 88.72813 256.89150 
9'+.0 lOll.59(]1.\2 220. 7 019'1 95.67565 2 6 0. 7 32 8 3 
95.0 71,28 7 20 232.32 5 0'1 100. 7 3039 2 6 3.06539 
96.0 39. 9 2 7 26 23B.OLf839 103.22733 2 6 2.52067 
97.0 £).22108 237.53373 103.01891 2S9.0'+199 
9 8 .0 
-22.1I1D'IO 231.08393 100.23 5 70 2 5 2.85 8 01 
99.0 
-Lf9. 7 Lf695 .7.1 9 • 5 5 8 1A 95.2'196'1 21i'l.'+'I'I36 
1ft 10 0 .0 "7.3. 599 85 201-+01719"9 88.5871-+3 23'1.'q 6 03 
10 1 .0 -93,81U15 186.38685 80,8B:no <2 3 • 7 9100 
10 2 .0 
-10 0 • 9 2 5 19 167.3175 8 72,61891.1 212.Lf'l617 
10 3 .0 -121.f.1fll17 151.65 8 63 65,83212 206.7732'1 
10'+.0 
-130. 3 8a23 133.23 9 85 57.8Lj679 19 5.19272 
l 10 5 .0 -133,1t9LJ6B 115.68665 50.235'12 1 8 3.65138 f- 106 • 0 -131.1.13 5 96 99.36868 Lf).15863 172.li217'! ~ 
i 10 7 .0 -132. 89 050 8Lf .'-+7775 36,69987 161.68876 I l 10 8 .0 -130. 2 5'178 71.0829b 30. 8 8 9 33 151.56928 ! , 
, , 
~ 
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lIME F'X FY FZ FORCE: 
16 1 .0 -15. 7 6 170 ~21.63797 -9.377to 20 • .36'+82 
16 2 00 -lS.2~861 -21.6317::' -9.37LJ63 2 8 .U8277 
163 • 0 -14. 7 70 8L! - 21 .6262', -9~372'49 27.81579 
161.j.O "'lLJ.29 7 60 -21.62183 ·'9.'::"7078 ;'l7.563.31 
I 16 5 .0 -11. 8 3 H05 "'21.61 8 5° -9.36958 27.3Z"t78 16 6 .0 - 1 3. 3 9141 -21.61 6 711 .. 9.36B99 27,,09966 16 7 .0 "'12. 9 5682 -21.61650 -9.36909 26.887';0 
16 8 .0 -12. 5 3370 -21.61 8 02 -9.36 f191.f 26.6876'1 
1 16 9 .0 "'12. 1ZlS0 -21.621t.t6 -96~P163 26."+9992 
170.0 
-11. 7 1937 -21.62 6 96 - 9 ii.3 7'120 26~32.38,! 1 
,; 171 • a -11 • .32 6 76 -21.6346~ -9.37 7 72 26,.15903 1 \ 172 • 0 -lU. 9 Lf 3 10 -21. 6 Lf465 -9.3B223 26 0 0u 5 16 1 
17 3 .0 -IU. 5 6792 -21e65708 -9.38779 25.86195 1 
17'i.O -10. 2 L)Cl52 -21. 6 720'i -9s39lf't6 25~7290'l 1 17 5 .0 _'I. a£to/·j7 - 21 .68 9 6'1 
-9.tt0226 25.60 6 20 
17 6 .0 _') • Lj 8 729 -21. 7 0 9 9 7 
-9 o 't112 Ii 25 o lf9319 I 
17 7 .0 -9.1,.,U50 ""21.7331 3 -9. /t2ILllf 25 0 3-8978 I 
17 8 .0 -11.79965 -21.75 9 1 9 -9~Lj,3290 25.295'17 I 
179 • 0 _[\.46 4 31 -21.78 8 2 5 -9.IfLf566 25.21097 1 
180 .0 -H.13tt06 -21.8203 9 -9al.fS Q 75 2 5 ¥1,35l2 ! 
181 .0 -7. B08/f8 -Zl.S55(,H -9.1.j7521 25.06 8 36 
I S2 • O -7. Ij 8 717 -Zl.89L121 -9.119207 25 0 01027 
183 • 0 .. 7.16 9 75 -21. 9 3 6 0 5 -9.51036 2Lj.96082 
IBLj.O _i).8558'·f "'21~98127 
-9.5.3012 ZI.)~91991 
18 5 .0 -6. 5 Lj50a -22.02 9 96 
-9.55139 7.Lf.Ba 7 'lS 
186 .0 -Q.23 7 nl -Z2.082Ii3 -9.57lf18 2~.(i6339 
187 • 0 -5. 9 31LlI.j -22ol380~ -9.591153 2J.i.BI.j76lf 
188 ,0 -:).62 8 00 -22.19 7 51 -<}e6Zl.f I.,8 2,,+.8'1018 
~ 189 .0 -S.3261.~ -22.26080 -9.65206 2lf"BLf096 
~ 1 90 .0 -S.0257Ll -22032 7 91 "9,68131 21.f. 8 ,,+998 
191 eO -Lf.72627 -22.3989~ -9~71227 2'l~8672'f 
192 .0 -Lt. Lf 27S'l -22.'17'+00 -9 Q 7'ILf95 2 LI.89273 
19 3 .0 .. Lj.12 9 12 -22.55313 -9.77940 2 1+ ~ 926'+ 9 
19 '1.0 -3. 8 3078 -22.63 6 3 9 "'9.81565 2'1.96 0 5'1 
195 • 0 -3. 5 3202 -22~72J92 -9.85376 2 5 ,U1 896 
1 
! 
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Plots of the Components of the Solar Radiation Force 
in the Earth-Equatorial Coordinate System of 1950.0, 
and its magnitude, given in 10-6 Newtons. 
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Fig. 3-1. X-component of solar force 
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Fig. 3-3. Z-component of solar force 
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Fig. 3-4. Magnitude of the solar radiation force 
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Fig. 3-5. Radial component of the solar radiation force 
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Fig. 3-6. Lateral component of the solar radiation force 
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